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Abstract
We improve our previous QCD sum rule calculation on gKN and gKN
coupling constants by including the contributions from higher dimensional
condensates, hq  Gqi and hqqihs G2i, in the OPE. It is found that the
contribution of these condensates is non-negligible compared to that of the
quark condensates. Using a best-t analysis we nd jgKNj = 6.2  2 and
jgKNj = 3.9  2.





To understand kaon-nuclear physics, it is important to know the hadronic coupling
strengths involving the kaons. Among them, gKN and gKN are the most relevant cou-
pling constants. In contrast to gNN , however, the determination of these kaon couplings
has some diculties both in the experimental side and in the theoretical side, e.g. see [1].
Among other theoretical approaches, QCD sum rule method [2{4] has been used to
extract these kaon couplings. However, compared to the large number of works devoted to
gNN , there have been only few QCD sum rule estimates on gKN and gKN [5{9], for which
there are still ambiguities in among the calculations. Thus the results are quite dierent
from each other. More detailed analyses are needed both experimentally and theoretically
to understand this discrepancy, and to understand kaon-nuclear physics.
In Ref. [5,7], the OPE was calculated only up to the leading term coming from the
quark condensate and to leading order in ms in the sum rule structure proportional to /qiγ5.
However, the next leading term, dimension 5 hq Gqi may contribute to the OPE side with
considerable amount as in nucleon mass sum rule [10]. In addition, operators of dimension
7 may also be important in the OPE side as a further power correction. Thus, in this paper
we re-analyze our QCD sum rule calculation including higher dimensional condensates, such
as hq Gqi and hqqihs

G2i, and study the contribution of these condensates on the previous
results.
In Sec. II we present our sum rules for gKN and gKN, and Sec. III we discuss some
uncertainties in our sum rules and summarize our results.
II. QCD SUM RULES FOR gKN AND gKN
We will closely follow the procedures given in Refs. [11,3,5,7]. Consider the three point
function constructed of the two baryon currents B, B0 and the pseudoscalar meson current
j5.
A(p; p0; q) =
Z
dx dy h0jT (B0(x)j5(y)B(0))j0i ei(p
0x−qy): (1)












dc − (dTa Cγsb)γ5γuc
i
; (3)
where u and d are the up and down quark elds (a; b and c are color indices), T denotes the
transpose in Dirac space, and C is the charge conjugation matrix. For the K− we choose
the current
jK− = siγ5u: (4)
The general expression for A(p; p0; q) has the following form
2
A(p; p0; q) = F1(p2; p02; q2)iγ5 + F2(p2; p02; q2)/qiγ5
+ F3(p
2; p02; q2)/Piγ5 + F4(p2; p02; q2)γ5qp0 ; (5)
where q = p0−p and P = p+p0
2
. Recently, in Ref. [13] it was reported that in the case of gNN
the γ5 structure is independent of the eective models employed in the phenomenological
side and further provides the NN coupling with less uncertainties from QCD parameters.
Motivated by this result gKN and gKN were calculated from this structure in Refs. [8,9].
In this paper, however, we construct the sum rule for only the /qiγ5 structure as before, and
compare this with our previous one.
On the phenomenological side, keeping the rst two terms we have
N
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(MN −M). Here  means the (1405), and we
introduce ({) sign for the  (1405) mass because it is a negative parity state. However, this
is not relevant in the following calculation. N ,  and  are the coupling strengths of
the baryons to their currents. mq is the average of the quark masses, fK the kaon decay
constant and mK the kaon mass. We take fK = 0.160 GeV and ms = 0.150 GeV.







ln(−p2)(hq Gqi+ hs Gsi); (7)












where we take the limit p02 ! p2 and let huui = h ddi  hqqi, huGui = h dGdi  hqGqi.
Here we collect only the terms which contribute to the /q=q2 structure such as Figs. 1 and
2. Assuming hs Gsi = 0:8 hq Gqi and hq Gqi = m20 hqqi = 0:8 hqqi the sum rule after

























































where s0 is a continuum threshold. One should be cautious, however, that there may be
non-accounted terms, which can not be neglected by using this simple Borel transformation
[14,15].
For N and , we use the values obtained from the following baryon sum rules for the
N and  [12,3]:
EN2 M










ams(1− 3γ)E0 M2 + bE0 M2 +
4
9
a2(3 + 4γ) = 2(2)42e
−M2=M2 ; (12)
where a  − (2)2hqqi, b  2hs

G2i, and γ  hssi=hqqi − 1 ’ − 0:2. We use dierent
thresholds for N and  in Eqs. (11) and (12). We take sN = (1.440 GeV)
2 for the nucleon
sum rule and s = (1.405 GeV)
2 for the  sum rule considering the next excited nucleon
and  state, respectively.
gKN , however, does not display a plateau as a function of the Borel mass. This is




, and so on) in the r.h.s. of Eq.
(9) even including up to dimension 7 operators. We need more higher dimensional operators
to get those terms. Thus, in this case we prefer to use a best-t method. Eq. (9) has the
following form :
gKN  f1(M2) + A  f2(M2) = f3(M2): (13)
Then, we get gKN and the unknown constant A by minimizing (gKN  f1 + A  f2 − f3)2
with a xed s0 and an appropriate Borel interval:
Z M2max
M2min
(gKN  f1 + A  f2 − f3)2 dM2 = minimum: (14)
We x the continuum threshold s0 = 2.074 GeV
2 taking into account the next term from
the N(1440), i.e., N(1440) ! , in the phenomenological side.
The Borel interval M2 is restricted by the following conditions : OPE convergence and
pole dominance. The lower limit of M2, M2min is determined as the value at which the ratio
of the rst term and the second plus third one in the OPE is less than 30%. The upper limit
M2max is determined by restricting the continuum contribution in the OPE to be less than
50% of the total. Then, we get
jgKNj = 6:2;
jAj = 0:00267 (15)
for basic inputs (i.e., hqqi = {(0.230 GeV)3, hs

G2i = 0.012 GeV4, and ms = 0.150 GeV),
and the Borel interval (0.782, 1.068) GeV2. Here we denote the absolute value because we
can not determine signs of the coupling strengths (N ,  and ) in the baryon sum rules.
Table I shows variations of gKN for other input parameters, which are coming from the
uncertainty of the basic inputs. For example, the rst line in Table I shows that jgKNj =
4
7.1 (or 5.3) if we change the quark condensate to hqqi = {(0.210 GeV)3 (or {(0.250 GeV)3)
while other basic inputs are xed. Total variation is about  2 on the above gKN value.
The coupling constant is most sensitive to ms. On the other hand, the unknown constant
jAj varies from 0.00232 to 0.00311.
Next, consider gKN. The current of 
 is obtained by making an SU(3) rotation from


















ln(−p2)(hq Gqi+ hs Gsi); (17)


























































(MN + M) and N
 is N(1440). B is the unknown constant coming from
N  gKN. Again for , we take the value from the following sum rule for the  [12,3]:
E2 M





We x the continuum threshold s = (1.660 GeV)
2 considering the next  state,  (1660).
Using the continuum threshold s0 = 2.356 GeV
2 taking into account the next term from
the N(1535), i.e., N(1535) ! , in the phenomenological side we get
jgKNj = 3:9;
jBj = 0:00330 (21)
for the same basic inputs. The Borel interval is (1.246, 1.584) GeV2 in this case. We present
the variation of gKN on other parameters in Table II. The total variation is about  2. On
the other hand, jBj varies from 0.00296 to 0.00370.
III. DISCUSSION
SU(3) symmetry, using de Swart's convention [17], predicts
5
gKN = − 1p
3
(3− 2D)gNN ;
gKN = + (2D − 1)gNN ; (22)
where D is the fraction of the D type coupling, D =
D
D+F
. In Table III we compare
our results with previous QCD sum rule estimates [6,8,9] and SU(3) symmetry prediction,
where we denote the error-bar allowing for SU(3) symmetry breaking at the 20 % level.
Here we take D from a recent analysis of hyperon semi-leptonic decay data by Ratclie,
D=0.64 [18], and gNN from an analysis of the np data by Ericson et al. [19], gNN=13.43.
A comparison to tting analyses of experimental data [20] is also provided. SU(3) symmetry
predicts jgKN=gKNj = 3.55 taking D = 0.64, while our results show that this ratio is 1.59
using the basic inputs, and the order of SU(3) symmetry breaking is rather huge.
Let us remark on gNN which was calculated in Ref. [11,3] using the three point function





































where C is the unknown constant from N  gNN and f = 0.133 GeV. The contribution
of the quark-gluon condensates in the OPE side is important as in the gKN and gKN
sum rules. In this case we use the PCAC relation f 2m
2
 = −4mqhqqi rst, then the quark
condensate becomes an overall factor on both sides. However, the coupling strength N is
still related to the quark condensate as shown in Eq. (11).
Following the same method in the previous section, and using hqqi = {(0.230 GeV)3,
hs

G2i = 0.012 GeV4 and s0 = 2.074 GeV2 as a pure continuum threshold we get
jgNN j = 6 3;
jCj = 0:00315 0:0006; (24)
and the Borel interval (0.594, 1.110) GeV2 at the central value. Here the uncertainty comes
from using dierent quark condensates ({(0.210 GeV)3, {(0.250 GeV)3) and a gluon con-
densate (0.015 GeV4) as before. In this case the most error bar comes from uncertainties
of the quark condensate, i.e. from the coupling strength N . The above value gNN is
much smaller than the empirical value. However, this nding is consistent with the SU(3)
symmetry relation in Eq. (22), because jgKNj ’ jgNN j assuming D = 0.64. On the other
hand, we can not compare jgKNj with jgNN j directly because in the case of jgKNj it has
a quite dierent Borel interval as shown in the previous section.
Now, let us discuss some uncertainties in our sum rules. In Eqs. (9), (19) and (23) the
contribution of the quark-gluon condensate is about 25 %, 40 %, and 20 %, respectively,
of the leading term at M2 = 1 GeV2. Thus the correct value of this condensate is one of
important factors in our sum rules. In the previous section, we have used the standard value
from QCD sum rule analysis [21], i.e., hq  Gqi = m20 hqqi = 0:8 hqqi, although a dierent




the Borel interval becomes too narrow. For example, taking m20 = 1.0 we get jgKNj = 56.2
with the interval (1.004, 1.006) GeV2, and jgKNj = 8.2 with (1.602, 1.624) GeV2. Note
that the upper limit of the Borel interval is also changed because of the factor E0. If we
take a smaller m20, then the lower limit of the Borel interval is smaller than the previous
one. Then, higher dimensional operators become more important. Thus we do not include
this variation in our error bars.
As we mentioned before, we need more higher dimensional operators to get some power
correction terms in our sum rules. Their contribution will be much smaller than that of
dimension 7 operators at the relevant Borel region around M2  1 GeV2. However, in the
case of gKN and gNN those operators may contribute because their lower limits of the
Borel intervals are less than 1 GeV2 in our sum rules.
As a nal remark, we nd that the coupling constants become 2 or 3 times larger than the
previous ones if we take the coupling strengths (N ,  and ) from the chiral-odd baryon
sum rules [12,3]. Because the coupling strengths from each baryon sum rules (the chiral-even
and chiral-odd) are not the same in the whole Borel region, we get quite dierent coupling
constants. Of course, it should be judged by the stability of the sum rule whether one
chooses the coupling strengths from the chiral-even sum rules or those from the chiral-odd
sum rules.
In summary, including higher dimensional condensates we re-analyze our previous QCD
sum rule estimate on gKN and gKN in the /qiγ5 structure. The contribution of dimension
5 quark-gluon condensates is comparable to that of the leading term, and the present result
is much dierent from the previous one.
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TABLES
TABLE I. gKN and its variations. Other inputs mean other possible inputs coming from the
uncertainty of the basic inputs.
basic inputs other inputs variations
hqqi = {(0.230 GeV)3 {(0.210 GeV)3, {(0.250GeV)3  0.9
hs G2i = 0.012 GeV4 0.015 GeV4 { 0.5
ms = 0.150 GeV 0.120, 0.180 GeV  1.2
TABLE II. gKN and its variations. The same as in Table I.
basic inputs other inputs variations
hqqi = {(0.230 GeV)3 {(0.210 GeV)3, {(0.250 GeV)3  0.5
hs G2i = 0.012 GeV4 0.015 GeV4 { 0.3
ms = 0.150 GeV 0.120, 0.180 GeV { 0.9, + 1.0
TABLE III. Comparison of coupling constants.
Sources gKN gKN
SU(3) with 20 % breaking { 16.0  { 10.7 3.0  4.5
Experimental tting [20] { 13.7 3.9
Ref. [6] 10  6 3.6  2
Ref. [8] 2.37  0.09 0.025  0.015
Ref. [9] 10  2 0.75  0.15
Present work 6.2  2 3.9  2
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. Contribution of dimension 5 operators. The solid lines are quark propagators and the
wavy line is a gluon propagator. The dotted line denotes a meson.
FIG. 2. Contribution of dimension 7 operators. The same as in Fig. 1
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